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Chapter 2661: Knelt down 

 

After absorbing many foreign treasures this time, especially the essence of the gods, Ye Chen's physical 

strength reached an extremely shocking height! 

 

Even, it must exceed the power of breaking the sky, the limit of increase! 

 

Moreover, Ye Chen absorbed the essence and blood of God's Origin, and his bloodline sublimated. 

Originally, he had some techniques that could not keep up with his current strength. Under the 

condition of bloodline sublimation, the increase brought to him was also crazy! 

 

Power alone can add an incredible number! 

 

This punch, the destructive power, directly exploded geometrically! 

 

The point is, he hasn't used Lingfeng's divine veins yet! 

 

Ye Chen didn't do anything at the time, just forbearing. 

 

"Damn it! This kid is too **** weird!?" 

 

Wu Kelun shouted, he was really scared! With his strength, although he can defeat Zhao Chunwu, he can 

even win with one move, after all, the gap in every realm of Chaos Realm is huge! 

 

Even if he had just crossed the third layer of chaos, and Zhao Chunwu was the pinnacle of the second 

layer, it was not one level! 

 

However, it is definitely not a crush like Ye Chen! 

 



Feel free to crush! 

 

Is that human being? Besides, how many **** levels have you crossed? I can't count them! This is not a 

monster, what is a monster? It doesn't conform to the common sense of martial arts at all! 

 

He flipped his wrist and held a long sword. At the same time, a rune appeared in his palm, which was 

carved by a slave! 

 

Wu Kelun sneered stiffly: "Boy, aren't you crazy? Don't forget, you still have the engraving planted by 

this young man!!" 

 

Chen Yida also had an epee in his hand, and he was happy when he heard the words! 

 

With this slave engraving, Ye Chen's soul can be strangled for life! 

 

"Oh." Ye Chen looked at Wu Kerun sarcastically, with a calm expression, the Qinglian Heaven Slayer 

Sword fell into his palm, "Then you are actually launching this engraving?" 

 

His eyes flickered slightly, and now he was able to shoot with all his strength, and his combat power was 

around the second layer of Chaos. 

 

And the punch was a bit overdrawn just now, and now you have to deal with Wu Kerun carefully. 

 

"You... don't come over..." 

 

Wu Kelun couldn't help but stepped back and pointed the rune in his palm at Ye Chen, his body 

trembled slightly! 

 

why? 

 

Why is Ye Chen still so confident now? 



 

The slave's engraving, even if it is several small realms higher than his cultivation base, can't resist it! 

 

but…… 

 

But why does he think that this engraving is of no use to Ye Chen? 

 

Even a little bit afraid to start! 

 

"how?" 

 

On Ye Chen's face, there was a hint of playfulness: "Before, didn't it because I couldn't find the source of 

God's blood and angered me, I just wanted to kill me, a man of the seventh kingdom of God, with his 

breath?" 

 

"Why is the evildoer of the dignified Fourth Kingdom of God trembling in front of me now? Huh?" 

 

"To tell you the truth, that seven-fold blood light of the **** origin essence blood was taken away by 

me, and also absorbed by me." 

 

At this time, Ye Chen had already reached the position of five steps in front of Wu Kelun. 

 

"Do you think I will believe it!" 

 

Wu Kelun's fear broke out completely, he let out a scream, and the rune in his hand shone brightly! 

 

At the same time, it was incomparably surging, several times stronger than Zhao Chunwu, so thick that it 

almost turned into liquid in the air, and poured into the long sword in his hand like crazy! 

 

"Cheng Feng Zhan Yuan Sword!!!" 



 

A sword cut out, the void burst, endless cold, sharp wind pressure, it seemed to come from the 

netherworld, Wu Kelun cut out with this sword, his body shape is also accompanied by the sword light, 

flashing in the void constantly, the sword intent is stirring, it seems Can smash the heaven and earth to 

smash! 

 

Riding the wind to cut the yuan sword is a Zhenzong martial art of riding the wind gate! 

 

It is one level higher than the Huanglongwu Heavenly Sword! 

 

It is not only a high-level sword technique, but also a high-level body technique! 

 

The combination of sword technique and body technique makes it even more bizarre and fierce! 

 

"Deadly! Dead!!!!" 

 

Wu Kelun, at this time, has become crazy, useless, really useless! 

 

That slave engraving is really invalid! 

 

how is this possible! 

 

Combined with Ye Chen's horrible punch before, it was so weird that it made people feel cold! 

 

Puff puff puff puff puff... 

 

The blood light flashed, Ye Chen's body was actually penetrated by several sword lights! 

 

Wu Kelun, look happy! 

 



But at this moment! 

 

"Ling Feng Divine Vessel, Ling Xiao Wu Yi, open it for me!" 

 

A real martial meaning containing extremely strong divine coercion, burst out, and slammed on his 

brain! 

 

Accompanied by the meaning of true martial arts, it is a sword that is reaching its extreme, cold to its 

extreme! 

 

A sword, directly through the void! 

 

A sword cut directly out of the void, Wu Kelun's chest! 

 

With a bang, this fourth kingdom of God, the first genius of the gate, a peerless evildoer who first 

entered the three-layer chaos realm, did not even scream, turned into a blood mist, and dissipated into 

the void... 

 

Ye Chen slowly retracted the sword, the sword wound on his body was extremely hideous. 

 

He is almost weak. 

 

Even like a blood man. 

 

This is the limit he can do! 

 

At this moment If Chen Yida immediately does something to himself, he will definitely die! 

 

But Ye Chen was betting. 

 



He used his full strength to kill two people, just to give the third person endless fear! 

 

He believed that Chen Yida did not dare to shoot himself! 

 

With a bang, Chen Yida's epee fell to the ground, his eyes straightened when he looked at Ye Chen! 

 

Wu Keren... 

 

In Chengfengmen, Wu Kerun, who has created countless records... 

 

In this way, was killed by a sword at will? 

 

It's not that he doesn't know that geniuses can leapfrog one another, but Ye Chen is too exaggerated... 

 

Wu Kelun and Zhao Chunwu seem to be only one level apart, but in fact, he knows that the gap between 

Wu Kelun and Zhao Chunwu is more than ten times a hundred times? 

 

Chen Yida couldn't even mention the sense of resistance! 

 

He even murmured constantly: "This is not true...not true..." 

 

Maybe this is the illusion created by the rosary beads? 

 

Maybe, none of this happened? 

 

But when he met Ye Chen's cold eyes, he trembled all over, returning to reality instantly! 

 

In any illusion, it is impossible to have such horrible and palpitating eyes! 

 



With a "puff," Chen Yida knelt down in front of Ye Chen! 

 

He cried bitterly: "Master Ye! I was wrong! It was all my fault! I...I should not insult you, should not 

offend you, please give me a chance..." 

 

Ye Chen looked down at Chen Yida, smiled, and laughed so evil that it made people look at it and 

couldn't help but sweat the evil nature! 

 

Looking at Ye Chen's smile, Chen Yida trembled even harder. 

 

He stammered and said: "Ye, Ye Gongzi, I, I am a vassal of Confucius in the first kingdom... Fairy 

Confucius of Wanfazong, do you know? 

 

I entered the secret realm this time to help Young Master Confucius, so you...you can't kill me..." 

Chapter 2662: Divine breath 

 

As he spoke, Chen Yida tremblingly took out a token with a hole written on it. 

 

"This is Master Confucius, a token given to his subordinates. It serves as a message. If you kill me, 

Master Confucius will know..." 

 

"Do something?" Ye Chen looked at Chen Yida with interest, not in a hurry. 

 

"Uh..." Chen Yida quietly glanced at Zhao Chunwu, who was almost on the verge of death, and said 

hesitantly: "I...I'm actually an undercover agent, to report to Confucius, our fourth kingdom of God, the 

harvest in the secret realm. . 

 

Convenient, Confucius took the shot..." 

 

"This Confucius is very strong?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes narrowed, robbing the harvest of the Fourth Kingdom of God? It doesn't seem that 

ordinary people can do it, right? 

 

"Better than Wu Kelun!" A glimmer of hope flashed in Chen Yida's eyes! 

 

"Master Kong Xian Kong, the cultivation base has reached the third level of Chaos for a long time!" 

 

"It is said that its true strength is unpredictable!" 

 

After Chen Yida finished speaking, he looked at Ye Chen nervously. 

 

But Ye Chen was silent, and Chen Yida's heart was throbbing and beating quickly. 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen sighed: "Since you belong to Master Confucius, there is nothing you can do." 

 

When Chen Yida heard the words, his face was ecstatic, and he kowtowed to Ye Chen: "Thank you, 

Master Ye, thank you, Master Ye!" 

 

While speaking, he slapped his face with his hands. 

 

There even appeared blood marks on his face. 

 

This is the instinct to survive. 

 

As long as you survive, humiliation is nothing. 

 

"But..." Ye Chen smiled slightly: "You, you have to answer a few questions from me first. If you get the 

correct answers, you can go." 

 

Chen Yida swallowed and said, "What's the problem?" 



 

"What is one plus one?" 

 

Chen Yida was stunned and said: "Two?" 

 

"Not bad." 

 

Chen Yida was overjoyed, stood up and prepared to leave. 

 

But suddenly, countless golden needles exuding a strong aura gush out! 

 

Stabbed directly into Chen Yida's acupuncture points! 

 

It is a weird formation! 

 

Then, the voice of the ancient medical **** Cang sounded from the reincarnation cemetery: "Boy, it is 

now!" 

 

After Ye Chen's breath adjustment was completed, a ball of flame burned in the palm of his hand, and 

his dantian spiritual power was once again empty, and he slammed a punch at Chen Yida! 

 

With a punch, he slammed Chen Yida's door! 

 

"Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh

hhhhhhh!!! 

 

The pain almost drowned Chen Yida's soul! 

 



He covered his face, used the remaining eye, looked at Ye Chen in horror, and asked vaguely: "Why... 

why hit me? I didn't, did you get the answer right?" 

 

Ye Chen smiled, and his smile became more evil. 

 

"You are right." 

 

"But, do I need a reason to beat you?" 

 

Chen Yida stepped back in fear, the man in front of him was simply a demon! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen smiled again: "How did the dog bark?" 

 

Chen Yida, after hesitating for a moment, still imitated the dog barking: "Wang, barking..." 

 

"Really a good dog." Ye Chen smiled brighter. 

 

With a sudden movement of his figure, he flashed in front of Chen Yida, and hit Chen Yida's stomach 

with a punch. The endless force surged, actually directly punching his stomach! 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile: "Unfortunately, the answer is too slow, do you want to be lazy in front of 

me?" 

 

"puff!" 

 

Chen Yida spit out a big mouthful of blood and looked at Ye Chen, full of panic and resentment! 

 

He still couldn't see it now, Ye Chen didn't let go of his plan at all, he wanted to revenge himself 

frantically! 

 



He wants to fight back! But found that the spiritual power of his dantian was blocked! 

 

He suddenly looked down, and the golden needle on his body turned out to be the Canggu Conferred 

Spirit Array! 

 

The Canggu Medical God Art of the Seventh God Kingdom! 

 

In the entire territory of the Kingdom of God, the names of the five people in the Seventh Kingdom once 

resounded across the earth! 

 

One of them is Canggu Medical God! 

 

Chen Yida even discovered Ye Chen's weakness. If he was not covered by fear just now, perhaps he 

could easily kill Ye Chen! 

 

But, it's too late now! 

 

What a terrible tolerance and potential! 

 

Is the kingdom of God going to change! 

 

"You... Confucius, won't let you go..." 

 

"Ok?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at Chen Yida gloomily and said, "I asked you to speak?" 

 

It was another punch, directly injuring Chen Yida! 

 

Even the meridians burst! 



 

This is Ye Chen's revenge for those few days! 

 

"Uhhhhhhh!!!" 

 

"My son, I'm talking to you, didn't you hear?" 

 

"Uhhhhh!!!" 

 

At this moment, Chen Yida's mouth is full of blood, how to answer? 

 

"I asked you to answer, are you screaming?" 

 

"By the way, I will tell you another secret. I am the Lord of Samsara." 

 

"The **** you believe in!" 

 

At the next moment, Chen Yida's eyes were ferocious, and he was extremely frightened. 

 

Lord of Reincarnation! 

 

If he didn't believe it before! But now I believe it! 

 

Because, with such potential, so many treasures can be harvested here! 

 

It could only be the Lord of Samsara! 

 

One punch one punch after another! 

 



With that murderous smile, Ye Chen didn't know how many punches he hit. 

 

Soon, Chen Yida was completely smashed into a blood mist by Ye Chen! 

 

However, this is not over yet! 

 

A thin phantom suddenly floated out of the blood mist! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, and the almost real power of divine thought turned into a gray-white palm, 

grabbing Chen Yida's soul into his hand. 

 

Ye Chen took out a pitch-black vial, smiled at the trembling soul, and said: "This is called the soul-

melting bottle, which I got from a devotee. It also has an effect on the soul of the chaos realm warrior." 

 

"What's the effect? That is, it melts your soul a little bit. That taste is more than a million times more 

refreshing than melting your body? You seem to have said before, you want to teach me? I give you 

time , Your soul is completely melted, it takes tens of thousands of years, you have time, don't you teach 

me?" 

 

After all, directly sealed Chen Yida's soul into the soul-melting bottle. 

 

After doing all this, he glanced at Zhao Chunwu, at this time, Zhao Chunwu was completely dead. 

 

He put away the weapons and storage bags of several people, glanced at the token engraved with the 

word hole, and smashed the token with a fierce kick! 

 

Then, his body moved and stood in the void. 

 

A strong divine breath spreads towards the surroundings! 

 



Whenever the divine breath touches the hidden divine source and other treasure, it will have a strong 

resonance! 

 

Ye Chen's face was full of joy! 

 

After absorbing the essence and blood of the gods, the range that Ye Chen could resonate with those 

gods strange treasures had not only increased a hundredfold? 

 

In this way, he even had the confidence to take in 95% of the strange treasures in the Divine Origin 

Secret Realm! 

Chapter 2663: Ye Chen's opportunity! 

 

His eyes kept flashing, and he muttered to himself: "Kong Xian? The Chaos Third Layer of Heaven? It 

seems that we need to improve some strength... This time, although he killed a newcomer to the Chaos 

Third Layer of Heaven, he finally used the help With the power of Lingfeng’s divine veins and others’ 

contempt for myself, as long as any link goes wrong, I will die." 

 

"Too risky." 

 

Ye Chen looked at Xiao Huang in the reincarnation cemetery. 

 

Xiao Huang was still surrounded by red and blue light, an extremely special breath surged. 

 

"Xiao Huang, it may be difficult for you for a few days. I wanted you to suffer thunder tribulation here. 

Now it seems that your thunder tribulation may lead some people over. It is too dangerous here. I must 

break through Zhan E as soon as possible. " 

 

After all, he flew directly in one direction, fell in front of a big tree, punched out, smashed the trunk 

completely, and took away the water blue halo hidden in the tree. Move, continue to go in a certain 

direction without stopping... 

 

... 



 

In the Secret Realm of God Source, on a cliff surrounded by clouds and mist. 

 

A man dressed in a white robe, with a fair complexion, a gentle appearance and an elegant 

temperament, exuding a faint golden charm all over his body, looked at the group of people in front of 

him with a smile. 

 

Behind the man, there were four young men in uniform black robes with cold faces and no extra looks. 

 

These four people also exude golden charm. 

 

The golden charm is the charm of the first kingdom of God! 

 

Standing opposite these people from the first kingdom of God, there were seven or eight people who 

were forced to the edge of the cliff. These people, with their pale red charm, were from the third 

kingdom. 

 

The people of the third kingdom of God, the ones with the lowest cultivation base are also in Chaos. 

 

And the white-haired man with the highest cultivation base is even more of the Chaos Third Heaven! 

 

In this Divine Origin Secret Realm, it can be regarded as a rather powerful force! 

 

But now, these people from the third kingdom of God are more or less wounded, and their eyes are 

shining with horror and despair! 

 

The white-haired man in the Chaos Three-tiered Sky was pale, and even one hand had been broken! 

 

He gritted his teeth, looking at the elegant man in front of him, his face was extremely ugly, and he 

huskyly shouted at the elegant man: 

 



"Kong Xian! We are all people of the kingdom of God anyway, your first kingdom of God and our third 

kingdom of God have never had any grudges, so do you really want to do it this way? 

 

Can you give me Luo Quan a face? Let us go? I promise that our third kingdom of God will not pursue 

this matter, nor will it spread it out! " 

 

Luo Quan at this time is like a beast driven into desperation! 

 

And that elegant man is exactly the Confucius of the Ten Thousand Fazong of the First God Kingdom! 

 

"Give you face?" 

 

Kong Xian smiled slightly, looking very gentle. 

 

However, his eyes were extremely cold! 

 

"You Luo Quan, what are you worthy of letting Kongxian give you face?" 

 

"you!" 

 

Luo Quan's eyes were eager to split: "Kong Xian! How dare you openly **** the divine origin and foreign 

treasures obtained by other divine kingdom warriors! Do you think that out of this secret realm, the 

major divine congresses just ignore it!" 

 

"Don't forget, every country has a League of Gods!" 

 

"And the Heavenly Dao Palace that controls the Seven Kingdoms of God!" 

 

Kong Xian looked at Luo Quan playfully, and said with a smile: "Heavenly Dao Palace? You are talking 

about Xuanyuan Moxie? In these years, you know why Tian Dao Palace often takes measures against 

five, six, seven and three kingdoms, but never against the first god. China do it?" 



 

"Because the First Kingdom of God has the Ye Family ruins." 

 

"He did not dare to face the original Ye Family, nor did he dare to face the First Kingdom of God." 

 

"Oh, by the way, Xuanyuan Moxie shouldn't be able to get out of the Heavenly Dao Palace. Back then, 

the restrictions imposed by the Ye Family, Sword Sovereign, and many powerful men have not 

completely disappeared." 

 

"Finally, if you are all dead, no one will know?" 

 

The next moment, Kong Xian's smile disappeared completely, and he looked at the people of the Third 

Kingdom with no expression, as if they were already dead. 

 

"Kill them all." 

 

The four men behind Kong Xian heard the words and respectfully responded: "Yes!" 

 

In the next moment, four extremely powerful auras burst out! 

 

These four people, one of the chaotic second-level heavenly realm, and the three chaotic third-level 

heavenly realm, are actually very powerful and terrifying powerhouses! 

 

With a flash of the four figures, they rushed towards the people of the Third Kingdom, like a tiger 

entering a flock! 

 

With a scream, echoing on the cliff, the warriors of the third kingdom of God did not even have the 

opportunity to escape, and they died tragically under the hands of the four! 

 

After a while, there was already a blood-red body on the cliff. 

 



The four young people quickly handed over the storage bags of the people of the Third Kingdom to Kong 

Xian. 

 

Kong Xian swept the storage bag, and his eyes showed surprise! 

 

Achieve a lot! 

 

At this moment, one of them frowned slightly, took out a token from his arms, and handed it to Kong 

Xian, "My son, you have arranged for someone to enter the Fourth Kingdom of God, it seems something 

has happened." 

 

"Oh?" 

 

Kong Xian took the token and closed his eyes slightly. Divine thought poured into it, and the intermittent 

picture flickered. 

 

Almost silent. 

 

However, the scene of Chen Yida being killed by Ye Chen and the last token being crushed by Ye Chen's 

foot still came to his mind Haha. "Kong Xian smiled coldly, "Warrior of the Seventh Kingdom of God?" 

Something means, my son, it’s going to be closed for a while, you guys with your subordinates, find out 

this kid, kill it, uh... Send my order to the great kingdoms of God, if there is someone, you can take this 

kid If you come to see me, my son will be rewarded! 

 

Intuition tells me that this kid should have a lot of good things in his hands. " 

 

Hearing the words, the four of them bowed and said, "I must follow the son's order!" 

 

Then his figure flashed and disappeared. 

 

And Kong Xian came to a natural cave under the cliff. He sat cross-legged on the ground, waved his 

hand, several Huaguang, and he appeared in front of him, illuminating the entire cave like day! 



 

Kong Xian smiled slightly and said, "It seems that this young man's strength can be improved again!" 

 

... 

 

Three days later, Ye Chen crouched in a bush. In front of his eyes, the figures of several warriors flashed 

by. Seeing their expressions, it was obvious that they were looking for something! 

 

Ye Chen knew that what they were looking for was not a foreign treasure, but themselves! 

 

In the past three days, he has encountered several waves of warriors! 

 

His face was heavy, it seemed that he still somewhat underestimated the influence of this Immortal 

Kong in the Divine Origin Secret Realm! 

 

This person, even the warriors of other kingdoms, can be dispatched? 

 

Although this Kong Xian should have promised some benefits, even if he promised benefits, he still 

needs strength to convince the crowd! 

 

After Ye Chen pondered for a moment, he muttered to himself: "It seems that we are going to retreat 

again." 

 

The current situation is getting more and more severe, with Ye Chen's current strength, it is a bit 

dangerous! 

 

In the past three days, he has collected a lot of divine origin and strange treasures. This time he retreats, 

his strength should be able to break through again! 

 

There was a cold smile on his face. 

 



Hehe, want to catch him? 

 

Soon, it's time for him to fight back... 

Chapter 2664: crisis! 

 

... 

 

On a barren mountain, three figures appeared. 

 

These three people, two women and one man, all exude a touch of green charm! 

 

Surprisingly, it is the warrior of the seventh kingdom of God! 

 

One of them is Tu Lanxin! 

 

Tu Lanxin's cultivation base at this time has actually broken through again! 

 

The breath of the other two is also extremely shocking. 

 

Obviously, what adventure do they have in this secret realm! 

 

But at this moment, there was no joy on Tu Lan's pretty face, on the contrary, it was gloomy! 
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Because, she knew that Ye Chen was stared at by Kong Xian! 

 

The other two people beside Tu Lan's heart were the male named Jin Chang and the female named Luo 

Shishi. 

 



Luo Shishi is also the descendant of the guardian of the seventh kingdom! 

 

And Jin Chang is a genius that Luo Shishi values! 

 

Although Jin Chang, unlike Ye Chen, had a reputation in the Seventh Kingdom of God for a while, he 

came from a hidden force in the Seventh Kingdom of God! 

 

Before entering the Divine Origin Secret Realm, he had the strength of a half-step Chaos Realm! 

 

This time the Seventh Kingdom of God entered the Divine Origin Secret Realm, plus Ye Chen, there were 

only five people in total. 

 

The warriors of the seventh kingdom of God, in this secret realm, are almost everyone who can be 

bullied. At the beginning, all of them were similar to Ye Chen and acted very carefully... 

 

Fortunately, their luck was pretty good. The three of them met very quickly, and they entered a divine 

origin aura, extremely rich underground cave! 

 

The three of them have been cultivating for a month, and their strength has skyrocketed! 

 

At this time, Luo Shishi couldn't help but frowned and said: "Lan Xin, are you really going to help that 

kid? This kid, although we are from the same seventh kingdom, but he has no brains to provoke the first 

god. People from the country? 

 

Is there still a need to save such a person? Can such a person bear the future of the Seventh Kingdom of 

God? What's more, Kong Xian's identity is something we cannot afford! What is behind him, you should 

know better than me! " 

 

Tu Lan's heart was silent, and in her beautiful eyes, there was a deep anguish and disappointment! 

 

Before she entered the Divine Origin Secret Realm, she had already told Ye Chen to keep a low profile. 

Survival was the most important thing! 



 

But Ye Chen! 

 

Even if he provokes him, he provokes Kong Xian! 

 

Kong Xian, it can be said that this is the most unpleasant existence in this Divine Origin Secret Realm! 

 

Ye Chen, did you forget what you promised her? 

 

Have you forgotten that you still shoulder the heavy responsibility of saving the kingdom of God? 

 

However, she didn't want to give up Ye Chen... 

 

Even she herself can't tell why... 

 

Although she was disappointed and angry, she just wanted to find Ye Chen, take him to a safe place, and 

then give him a severe lesson! 

 

Instead, let Ye Chen fend for himself. 

 

When Jin Chang heard the words, his expression was quite disdainful, even with a hint of resentment 

hidden! 

 

He has also heard of Ye Chen's name in the kingdom of God. 

 

However, it just sneered. 

 

Hidden forces are often stronger than the first-class forces in the Kingdom of God! As a descendant of 

hidden forces, Jin Chang is naturally extremely proud! 

 



The first evildoer of the seventh kingdom of God? 

 

From Jin Chang's point of view, Ye Chen would only be crushed by him if he did it himself. 

 

But now, if Ye Chen died on his own, Tu Lanxin actually asked him Jin Chang to risk his life to help him, 

save him, and wipe his ass? 

 

Does this **** think Ye Chen is more important than himself? 

 

He Jin Chang, dissatisfied! 

 

Although Jin Chang didn't say anything, there was a gleam in his eyes. 

 

If there is a chance, we must let this kid named Ye Chen die so much that he can't die again! 

 

Luo Shishi had known Tu Lanxin since she was a child, and she knew this sister very well. 

 

Seeing Tu Lanxin's silence, she sighed slightly, knowing that Tu Lanxin had really made up his mind to 

save Ye Chen... 

 

But once Tu Lanxin made up his mind, it was not so easy to change! 

 

It can even be said that it cannot be changed! 

 

Luo Shishi couldn't help being a little curious, who exactly is Ye Chen? 

 

Can Tu Lanxin still be so optimistic about him after meeting Jin Chang? 

 

... 



 

In an underground cave, the figure of a man was hidden in the darkness, but from time to time a 

brilliance flashed across his body, reflecting the man's face. 

 

This man is naturally Ye Chen! 

 

In this cave, he has been in retreat for a month! 

 

Outside the cave, three figures flashed. 

 

It is Tu Lanxin three people! 

 

At this time, outside the cave, a magical array was arranged, but on Tu Lanxin's pretty face, there was a 

flash of joy! 

 

Finally found! 

 

She knew that Ye Chen, right in the cave, possessed the same charm and aura, within a certain range, he 

could perceive the other's existence! 

 

She could even feel that Ye Chen seemed to be in retreat! 

 

After Tu Lanxin pondered for a moment, he said to the other two people: "Ye Chen is now in retreat. 

Let's hide aside and wait for him to leave!" 

 

Luo Shishi nodded and was about to speak, but suddenly, the expressions of the three of them changed! 

 

Not far away, there was a sound of footsteps, and quickly approached here! 

 



Soon  nearly twenty warriors came outside this cave! These twenty warriors have different charms, and 

they come from all the kingdoms of God! 

 

The leading man, with a handsome face, a handsome face, a blue shirt, sword eyebrows into the 

temples, tall and tall. 

 

In his hand, he held a beautifully decorated black sheath long sword with a cold face. 

 

This man is very strong! 

 

Terribly strong! 

 

Moreover, the most important thing is that this man exudes a touch of green charm! 

 

He actually came from the seventh kingdom of God! 

 

Tu Lanxin and the other three people were happy when they saw this man! 

 

Luo Shishi smiled at the man and said, "Dulwich, it turned out to be you!" 

 

This man is the last guardian from the Seventh Kingdom, Zheng Dewei! 

 

Zheng Dewei was also taken aback at this moment, then smiled, nodded at Luo Shishi and said: "Shishi." 

 

Jin Chang also smiled at Zheng Dewei and said, "Brother Zheng." 

 

Zheng Dewei gestured with a smile, but his eyes looked at Tu Lanxin, and there was a flash of joy and 

hidden greed in his eyes. 

 

Seeing his opinion, Tu Lan nodded slightly and said, "Dulwich, long time no see." 



 

Zheng Dewei, has liked Tu Lanxin since childhood! 

 

The relationship between the two is pretty good, but Tu Lanxin has always been cold and indifferent to 

everyone. It seems that there is no idea in that aspect, so Zheng Dewei has never been able to start. 

 

But soon, Zheng Dewei frowned again. He looked at the cave, his eyes flickering. 

 

When Tu Lan saw this, there was a chill in her beautiful eyes. Why would Zheng Dewei be with other 

warriors from the kingdom of God? 

 

And, it looks like a menacing look? 

 

There was a very bad premonition in her heart! 

Chapter 2665: what sound! 

 

Tu Lanxin suddenly said, "Dulwich, who are these people?" 

 

Zheng Dewei smiled and said, "They? They are all my subordinates!" 

 

"Man?" 

 

Tu Lanxin's frown frowned deeper. 

 

"Haha." Zheng Dewei's handsome face showed a complacent expression: 

 

"Lan Xin, I have already taken refuge in Confucius, don't worry, although that kid named Ye Chen 

offended Confucius, he deserves to die, but Confucius appreciates me very much! 

 



Even assigned a subordinate to me! As long as we give Ye Chen to Master Confucius, Master Confucius 

will never anger me! " 

 

When Tu Lanxin and Luo Shishi heard this, their pretty faces paled! 

 

What they worry about the most has happened! 

 

Zheng Dewei actually took refuge in Kong Xian! 

 

In order to get the favor of Kong Xian, even those who have to betray their own kingdom of God? 

 

Moreover, what makes them most disgusting is that Zheng Dewei is actually proud of it? 

 

Only Jin Chang, his eyes flickered slightly, and there seemed to be a hint of joy in his eyes! 

 

Seeing Tu Lanxin's expression, Zheng Dewei's face suddenly became gloomy and said, "Lan Xin, why are 

you here?" 

 

Tu Lanxin stared at Zheng Dewei, but did not answer, but said indifferently: "Dulwich, I have never asked 

you anything before. Now, I want you to do me a favor." 

 

In Zheng Dewei's eyes, a faint light appeared: "What busy?" 

 

"Leave the one with you!" 

 

Tu Lanxin said softly, even with a hint of plea in her tone! 

 

Originally, with her character, she would never ask for help! 

 

What's more, facing someone like Zheng Dewei who made her sick! 



 

However, she knows... 

 

Zheng Dewei, Ye Chen's only hope is now. If Zheng Dewei leaves without anyone, Ye Chen will be dead... 

 

Even if she can block Zheng Dewei, what about the remaining twenty warriors? 

 

Those warriors are not weak! 

 

Those with the lowest cultivation base all have the second-tier chaos! 

 

There are even several mid-to-late Chaos! 

 

Zheng Dewei was taken aback, and looked at Tu Lanxin in disbelief. He understood Tu Lanxin's character, 

so he was even more shocked! 

 

Tu Lanxin, but that kind of cold personality that would not ask for help until he died! 

 

Now, begging yourself for a waste doomed to die? 

 

Immediately, he smiled, grinning coldly. 

 

He pointed to the cave entrance that was blocked by the phantom array and said, "Lan Xin, is that kid 

named Ye Chen inside?" 

 

Tu Lanxin was silent. 

 

Zheng Dewei's eyes became colder. 

 



"Okay, Tu Lanxin, it's so nice, are you defending that kid named Ye Chen?" 

 

"Even, even plead for him? We grew up together since we were young, and I have never seen you 

begging anyone! Now, I want to plead for this kid!" 

 

"Tu Lanxin, how much I have paid for you over the years, don't you know it? But you have always been 

extremely cold to me. I thought your character was like this. Now it seems that I was wrong, wrong!" 

 

His look suddenly became savage, and he roared: "Do you like this kid named Ye Chen! I wonder, a trash 

in the Void Realm, but it's a bit of a fake name, but from your eyes, you are actually willing Take him into 

this divine origin secret realm? Now, I understand it!" 

 

Tu Lanxin heard this, a layer of frost appeared on her pretty face, and angrily said: "Zheng Dewei! Shut 

your mouth! You are sick, don't think everyone is as sick as you! The reason why I brought Ye Chen into 

the source of God The secret realm is entirely because of his talent! Because he is the hope of the 

seventh kingdom of God!" 

 

"Disgusting? Haha..." Zheng Dewei looked at Tu Lan sarcastically and said, "Then, tell me..." 

 

He suddenly stretched out his hand and pointed to Jin Chang who was standing aside: "If Jin Chang was 

chased by Kong Xian, would you still stand here and defend him?" 

 

"I……" 

 

When Tu Lan heard the words, he was taken aback for a moment. For a moment, he was unable to 

speak... 

 

If Jin Chang is hunted down, will she defend Jin Chang like this? 

 

Naturally, it won't... 

 

Even she herself doesn't understand, is she really defending Ye Chen this way for the kingdom of God... 



 

Maybe, although she didn't want to admit it, she was a little curious about this extremely proud and 

outstanding man as early as the sect assessment... 

 

She didn't know why, she wanted to see the moment Ye Chen stepped onto the summit of the Kingdom 

of God! 

 

The anger in Zheng Dewei's eyes was blazing, it was a flame of jealousy. The woman he liked was so 

concerned about a dead waste? 

 

This makes him, how can he accept it! 

 

"Can't speak?" 

 

Zheng Dewei smiled coldly, and his breath surged: "Hehe, I'm really stupid, Tu Lanxin, I know you must 

look down on me, and look down on me to take refuge in Confucius, but, do you think I did this for 

myself!" 

 

"The reason why I took refuge in Confucius was because he promised me that if I work for him, he can 

take you and me to the first kingdom of God!" 

 

"You know what the first kingdom of God is! The Lord of Reincarnation divides the kingdom of God into 

seven parts! And the first kingdom of God, once housed the Ye family of the first family of the kingdom 

of God, is home to supreme resources!" 

 

"Part of this resource resulted in the dominance and rule of the Ye Family back then, and also created 

the short and rapid prosperity of the Absolute Cold Imperial Palace!" 

 

"The seventh kingdom of God is destined to perish. Only by following Master Kong can we have the 

hope of surviving!" 

 



Tu Lan had no expression on her face. She looked at Zheng Dewei coldly. She knew that Zheng Dewei 

liked herself very much and treated herself very well. However, she didn't feel it, or she didn't feel it. 

She didn't ask Zheng Dewei to do these things for herself. 

 

After a moment of silence, Zheng Dewei spoke again: "Lan Xin, this time, I assume it hasn't happened 

before, and I'll treat you well as before." 

 

After all, there was a sudden burst of cold light in his eyes. 

 

"Now, get out of my way and let me take that waste out." 

 

Tu Lanxin didn't want to admit that she had any special feelings for Ye Chen, but even if she had some 

selfishness towards Ye Chen, it was none of Zheng Dewei's business, right? 

 

Zheng Dewei's attitude disgusted her! 

 

She took a deep breath, did not speak, just held a black long sword, and the tip of the sword pointed at 

Zheng Dewei! 

 

Among the beautiful eyes, it was extremely firm! 

 

The few people in the Seventh Kingdom of God were all taken aback when they saw this. 

 

Zheng Dewei murmured inconceivably: "Lan Xin, you... are you actually doing something to me for this 

kid?" 

 

Then  his eyes were blood red! 

 

Crazy killing intent fills the brain! Killing intent to Ye Chen! 

 



The woman I have loved since I was a child, and grew up together, now, for a trash that does not know 

where it came from, I have to do it myself! 

 

Zheng Dewei, how can you not be angry and hate Ye Chen? 

 

The more Tu Lanxin defends Ye Chen, the more he wants Ye Chen to die! ! ! 

 

Just when the atmosphere was a little heavy, a terrifying monster roar suddenly sounded in the cave. 

 

With this roar, the entire secret realm seemed to be stomped by the gods. 

 

A faint aftermath shocked everyone present by a small step! 

 

What kind of monster is this? 

 

Everyone present has experienced it, but never heard of it. 

 

This voice contains domineering and endless coercion! 

 

Even surpassed those fierce beasts of ancient times! 

 

Not only that, everyone felt an extreme energy brewing! 

 

Above the firmament of the secret realm, the robbery clouds rolled, the thunder thunder formations, 

and the mighty sky, this kind of thunder robbery exceeded the chaos realm powerhouse to break 

through! 

 

Also, everyone looked outside and found countless fierce beasts appearing in the secret realm, running 

all together. 

 



So many rebellious and powerful beasts stopped a hundred meters away. 

 

Lie on the ground, as if to surrender. 

 

This seems to be suppressed by blood! 

 

The point is, how could there be such a monster in this secret realm! 

 

Or to say... Deep in the cave is an ancient behemoth from outside the territory! 

 

The words of myself and others awakened this kind of heaven-defying existence? 

 

At this moment, an invisible fear spread. 

 

Even Tu Lanxin looked into the depths, she clearly sensed that only Ye Chen was inside, so why was 

there another such ferocious beast? 

 

What happened inside? 

 

"Ye Chen, are you okay?" 

Chapter 2666: Ye Chen exits 

 

Zheng Dewei looked at everyone, pondered for a few seconds, and said seriously, "Everyone is ready to 

fight." 

 

He didn't know what kind of existence his appearance aroused! 

 

But no matter what, there must be no trouble. 

 



Even if the giant beast comes out, he will face it. 

 

He looked into the depths of the cave, where there was endless darkness. 

 

The kid named Ye Chen was inside. 

 

Could it have been swallowed by that giant beast? 

 

Countless thoughts flew in his mind. 

 

Suddenly, above the sky, a huge thunder fell from the sky! 

 

Like a huge sword, it smashed into the mountain where the cave is located! 

 

In an instant, countless boulders rolled down! 

 

The dust is rolling! 

 

Upon closer inspection, the mountain was split in half. 

 

The key is the first way! 

 

Zheng Dewei realized the seriousness of the matter and said to everyone, "Everyone retreats 

temporarily, otherwise we may be hit hard by the thunder!" 

 

Tu Lanxin exhaled, although Ye Chen inside did not know what was going on. 

 

But if this group can retire, it is enough. 

 



She believed in Ye Chen's life, even if a giant beast swallows him, Ye Chen can escape from it. 

 

However, at this moment, the person behind Zheng Dewei frowned, "Since we are here, should we take 

Ye Chen away." 

 

"Since the monster beast is experiencing thunder tribulation, it shows that the other party is very weak. 

He has to deal with thunder tribulation, and he definitely can't deal with us." 

 

"If we enter, with one blow, we may not only take Ye Chen away to complete the task, but also divide 

the blood and flesh of the fierce beast." 

 

"It must be extraordinary to attract a monster of this level! Its wealth may far exceed all of us present!" 

 

As soon as he said this, everyone's eyes lit up. 

 

There is endless ecstasy in each other's eyes! 

 

And greed! 

 

There are opportunities in this secret realm! 

 

They didn't get much! 

 

If you can get that fierce beast, maybe your cultivation base will increase dramatically. 

 

Zheng Dewei's eyes were fiery, he hesitated for a few seconds, then nodded, "I ask for wealth and 

danger, let's do it together! Don't keep your hands!" 

 

"If the fierce beast intends to fight back, take it at all costs!" 

 



People behind Zheng Dewei nodded. 

 

Tu Lan's face turned pale, and she stood at the entrance of the cave with the sword in her hand still 

pointing at "Zheng Dewei, some risks are not worth taking." 

 

"Be careful of losing your life!" 

 

However, Zheng Dewei smiled coldly, "Lan Xin, click to the end, maybe that kid has become the food for 

the beast." 

 

"If you prevent us from entering like this, the gain is not worth the loss." 

 

However, Tu Lan's eyes resolutely "I said, I can't go in." 

 

As long as Ye Chen had the possibility of retreat, she would not give up. 

 

Zheng Dewei's eyes were gloomy, and he waved his big hand, "Hands!" 

 

"Tu Lanxin, I gave you a chance. No matter how strong you are, will you be our opponent?" 

 

"Even, you might die." 

 

As soon as the words fell, there was a lazy but determined voice in the deepest part of the cave 

entrance. 

 

"Sorry, she won't." 

 

what! 

 

Everyone looked into the depths of the cave! 



 

The illusion that closed the hole dissipated, and the figure of a man walked out of the darkness. 

 

Ye Chen's figure appeared in front of everyone, his expression faint. 

 

Everyone was taken aback, and a group of warriors headed by Zheng Dewei showed murderous intent, 

dare to come out of this waste? 

 

But on Tu Lan's pretty face, an anxious color faintly flashed, Ye Chen still looks calm and calm until now? 

 

Even if you are crazy, you can't tell the occasion! 

 

However, now Tu Lanxin doesn't have any thoughts of reprimanding Ye Chen. She leaned close to Ye 

Chen's voice and whispered, "Wait, I will hold him, the chance is only a moment, you run away!" 

 

"With so many chaotic warriors, I may not be able to guarantee your safety." 

 

Although Ye Chen may be difficult to escape from the remaining warriors, it is better than staying and 

waiting for death, isn't it? 

 

Ye Chen just said lightly, "Trust me." 

 

After speaking, he walked towards Zheng Dewei. 

 

Tu Lanxin and the others were taken aback, what did Ye Chen do? 

 

Ye Chen's cultivation base had already entered the Evil Slashing Realm at this time, although it was a 

level of Slashing Evil! 

 

However, his strength has doubled several times! 



 

Too virtual realm, you can fight the Chaos Sky! 

 

What about Slashing Evil Realm! 

 

Ye Chen himself didn't know where his limit was! 

 

Without the resources of this secret realm, he may have to cross this realm for at least one year! 

 

Now, his physical strength, spiritual strength, spiritual strength and so on, all have a qualitative leap! 

 

And his sublimated bloodline, under the stimulation of all kinds of divine origin and foreign treasures, 

burst out even more power against the sky! 

 

The Chichen Divine Veins and Lingfeng Divine Veins are stronger! 

 

And during this time he refined the Chaos Star Tree many times! 

 

It will not be long before the Chaos Star Tree is completely refined! 

 

If it wasn't for this group of people to disturb, he really planned to refine it here! 

 

The chaotic star tree represents the power of chaos. 

 

What kind of chaotic power does that belong to? 

 

Ye Chen was a little curious, but more excited! 

 

The old man said that this thing is against the sky, then it is really against the sky! 



 

After breaking through Zhan'er, he can now be unafraid of the existence of the Chaos Third Layer! 

 

Moreover, he also got a great benefit! 

 

So big that his strength  can soar again on the basis of the Chaos Three-tier Heaven! 

 

Zheng Dewei looked at Tu Lanxin and Ye Chen, whispering, the anger in his heart became more fierce, 

and what made him most uncomfortable was this trash, but he was promoted from the Supreme Void 

Realm to the Slashing Evil Realm, and he dared to feel confident in front of him. It looks like a lot? 

 

Is it his mother that he doesn't put Chaos Realm in his eyes? 

 

Zheng Dewei sneered at Ye Chen, "Boy, why don't you be a turtle? Dare to come out?" 

 

"Turtle?" Ye Chen said with a playful smile. "Who do you think is more like a tortoise between you and 

me?" 

 

silence…… 

 

Ye Chen, unexpectedly... directly provoke Zheng Dewei? 

 

Isn't Zheng Dewei weak? 

 

It's a chaotic powerhouse! 

 

And... they all understood the meaning of Ye Chen's words... 

 

Even, the twenty warriors all wanted to laugh, but didn't dare to laugh, quietly looking at Zheng Dewei. 

 



Even Tu Lanxin's pretty face blushed, and there was anxiety in her beautiful eyes... 

 

At this time, Zheng Dewei must be immortal with Ye Chen! 

 

She secretly grasped the long sword in her hand, as long as Zheng Dewei shot Ye Chen, she would stop 

Zheng Dewei at all costs! 

 

"what are you saying!" 

 

Zheng Dewei, crazy, the woman he likes defending other men in front of him, and facing him with 

swords, made him very angry, tearing Ye Chen's heart, all there is! 

 

Now, being laughed at yourself again? 

 

Moreover, it is the kind of mockery that tramples him on his dignity as a man! 

 

He was full of violent aura and raging sword intent. In the sword intent that contained anger, everyone 

felt that countless sharp swords shuttled through his mind, almost breaking the spirit! 

 

Before the cave, except for Ye Chen, everyone's complexion changed slightly! 

Chapter 2667: Not to be afraid 

 

So strong! 

 

Just the sword intent is so terrifying! 

 

"Angry into anger?" Ye Chen sneered. "As a human being, you have to be a bit demeanor. You will get 

angry at every turn. It's useless. You deserve to be a turtle, understand? 

 



"Hahaha!!!" Listening to Ye Chen's lesson, Zheng Dewei laughed angrily, "When I cut off your tongue, I 

don't know if you are still so good at talking!" 

 

Zheng Dewei said to the martial artists behind him, "Don't take any action, let this son solve this waste 

himself." 

 

As he said, he sneered at Tu Lanxin and said, "Lan Xin, I advise you not to intervene. Although you are 

better than me, as soon as you make a move, my subordinates will rush forward. This kid will only die 

faster. !" 

 

When Tu Lan heard the words, her pretty face paled. 

 

Zheng Dewei stared at him, "Lan Xin, see clearly how I crushed this waste into slag. As long as you have a 

little brain, you will understand who is the truly outstanding one! You will understand, who can give you 

happy!" 

 

"It's me Zheng Dewei, not this, reckless trash!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at Tu Lanxin and smiled, "Fairy Tu, please rest assured." 

 

Then, he moved his gaze to Zheng Dewei. 

 

"This person is not to be afraid!" 

 

"Dead!!!" Zheng Dewei yelled violently, the sword came out, and the sword light was clear, shining 

across the fields, stinging everyone's eyes! 

 

His breath is like a dragon, boundless spiritual power, condensed on the blade, that sharp sword, 

suddenly burst out a dazzling blue light! 

 

Amidst the blue light, there was a faint phoenix sound, melodious and graceful to the sky, when the 

phoenix appeared, the world seemed to be in harmony! 



 

"Qingfeng is with him, Jianguang rushes towards the night!" 

 

A cyan phoenix shadow hovered around Zheng Dewei. In an instant, Zheng Dewei's speed was increased 

countless times. With a sword, he turned into a cyan thunder that shattered time and space. He was 

crazy in this mysterious realm of God's Origin. Flashing, towards Ye Chen, bombarding away! 

 

Wherever he went, the void burst, and even the air was annihilated into nothing! 

 

This sword is so powerful that it is terrifying! 

 

I have to say that Zheng Dewei is indeed a genius, not only his martial arts realm, but even the martial 

arts mood can be called sky-defying! 

 

In an environment like the Seventh Kingdom of God, Zheng Dewei actually practiced such an amazing 

sword! 

 

This sword technique should have been a half-step sword technique. 

 

The seventh kingdom of God, generally speaking, cannot be trained in Yuan-level martial arts, but now 

that Zheng Dewei has displayed it, he already has the power of Yuan-level martial arts! 

 

In other words, after he entered this divine source secret realm, came into contact with the chaotic 

powerhouse, and the real Yuan-level martial arts, he made rapid progress! 

 

Tu Lan's pretty face was bloodless, her beautiful eyes were already full of despair, this sword, too fast! 

She wants to stop now, but she can't stop it! 

 

Zheng Dewei's own cultivation level is already extremely terrifying, far surpassing Ye Chen, the martial 

art realm, has reached this level? 

 



Even if Tu Lanxin shot herself, she could only be completely suppressed under this sword, and even 

seriously injured! 

 

She knows that Ye Chen's talent is very strong and strong, and he can leapfrog crazily. His promotion in 

this Divine Origin Secret Realm can be regarded as a horror! But reason told her that Ye Chen couldn't 

stop this sword. 

 

Luo Shishi shook his head slightly, and Jin Chang, although his face looked blank, there was a burst of 

pleasure in his eyes! 

 

Ye Chen flipped his wrists and held the Qinglian Destroying Sword, facing Zheng Dewei's sword, he 

didn't have the intention to exaggerate. 

 

"Only I Ling Xiao!" 

 

The meaning of true martial arts was violent and opened, and the reincarnation of the gods and demons 

turned to the extreme, and a layer of blood appeared on the surface of Ye Chen! 

 

Seven blood light! 

 

Not only that, Lingfeng's divine veins are open! 

 

Before the Evil Realm, Lingfeng's divine veins were extremely unstable. 

 

But after slashing the Evil Realm, Lingfeng's divine veins stabilized a lot, and could even absorb part of 

the power! 

 

Although it is only a part, if you add other hole cards, there are many benefits! 

 

The divine breath spreads, condensed on the long sword, the blue long sword, bursts of strange blood 

glow! 

 



"Six sword gods, six swords into one, I am a **** who cut all the heavens!" 

 

With a sword out, it is like a true **** rebukes anger and punishes sentient beings. The light is dazzling, 

and the sword light falls like a cold star to the ground, destroying the heavens! 

 

Ye Chen, who has stepped into Zhan'er, has the ability to cast six swords into one! 

 

And it's even stronger than the original one under the restriction of the clear wind! 

 

This is the inside story of Ye Chen Xiuwu! 

 

As soon as the unmatched tremendous power came out, this divine origin secret realm seemed to 

tremble, the space was shattered, the gale neighed, and the horror was extreme! 

 

The icy sword light collided with that fierce cyan thunder! 

 

The sound of rolling thunder, spreading away, all the Chaos Warriors present were a little unbearable, 

and they retreated madly! 

 

In the thunder sound, there was a faint phoenix cry! 

 

That cyan thunder is broken! 

 

Zheng Dewei's body flew upside down, half kneeling on the ground, with blood flowing at the corners of 

his mouth, and his breath was a little unstable. At this time, the anger in his eyes had completely cooled, 

and he looked at Ye Chen. Only left Under the shock! 

 

Everyone is horrified! 

 

Thinking, tends to collapse! 



 

how is this possible! ? 

 

This slasher of the Evil Realm, the boy who suppressed Zheng Dewei with a single sword? 

 

Not to mention suppressing  Even Zheng Dewei was injured! 

 

too scary! Too bad! 

 

Tu Lanxin looked at Ye Chen stupidly at this time. She originally thought she was used to the shock that 

Ye Chen brought to her... 

 

It looks like it's over! 

 

Ye Chen, couldn't see the limit at all! Every time, only more shocking! 

 

Zheng Dewei looked extremely ugly, he was defeated! 

 

Completely defeated! 

 

Ye Chen's sword, whether it is strength, speed, or martial art realm, is above him! 

 

The gap is too big! 

 

Unwilling to the extreme! 

 

The woman I like fell in love with other men, and I was ridiculed by this man and wanted to be crushed 

by strength, but instead, was suppressed by the other party? 

 



Zheng Dewei, who is extremely proud, is about to shatter his pride! 

 

He shouted violently, "What are you still doing in a daze! Give it to Laozi!!!" 

 

He stood up and looked at Ye Chen with a sullen expression. Now, where does he care to prove himself? 

 

He felt Ye Chen's weakness. 

 

This sword is also Ye Chen's ultimate. 

 

Ye Chen must die today. 

 

He must not be allowed to grow. 

 

He now wants to step on Ye Chen by any means, and only if Ye Chen is dead can he wash away his 

humiliation! 

 

"Despicable!" Tu Lan shouted angrily, his sword agitated, black light flowing on the long sword. 

 

"ridiculous!" 

 

Zheng Dewei smiled nonchalantly, looked at Ye Chen with a murderous expression on his face, "Ye Chen, 

you are indeed very strong, but how strong is it? No, you still have to die?" 

 

"You're not so stupid as to think, I really want to single out with you? Huh?" 

 

"I can crush you by the number of people, so why challenge you? No matter how talented you are and 

offend Young Master Kong, there is only one dead end!" 

Chapter 2668: Side by side with Xiao Huang 

 



Zheng Dewei and a group of warriors are all in a frantic aura. In the face of Ye Chen, they have no plans 

to keep their hands at all, and they must sacrifice their strongest blow! 

 

Tu Lan gritted her teeth and slammed in front of Ye Chen, shouting in a low voice, "Ye Chen, go! No 

matter how strong you are, you can't face so many chaotic powerhouses at the same time!" 

 

"Want to go?" 

 

Zheng Dewei smiled coldly, watching Tu Lanxin's appearance that he would protect Ye Chen at all costs, 

his eyes flashed with resentment! 

 

He hates it! Not only Ye Chen, but Tu Lanxin also hates it! 

 

"It's too late! Bitch, since you still have to protect him now, then you two will go to death together! 

When you arrive at the Yin Cao Jifu, make another pair of desperate mandarin ducks!!!" 

 

As we spoke, countless strong auras erupted, sword intent, fist intent, palm intent, surging one after 

another, stirring this space into chaos, these dozens of attacks seemed to condense into a monstrous 

hand, facing Ye Chen suppressed strongly! 

 

Jin Chang and Luo Shishi's expressions changed wildly, and they retreated madly. If this shot were to fall, 

even if it was just the aftermath, they might not be able to bear it! 

 

Luo Shishi shouted at Tu Lanxin, "Lan Xin! Go back! This kid is hopeless!" 

 

She knew that with such a terrifying joint blow, Ye Chen couldn't avoid it at all when the Qi was locked! 

 

Although, she also had to admit that Ye Chen was indeed so amazing and dead. It was a pity that even 

the kingdom of God was a loss. 

 

But, the blame only blames him for letting go and provoke Kongxian, isn't it? 

 



But Tu Lanxin is her sister, she doesn't want Tu Lanxin to be buried with Ye Chen! 

 

However, Tu Lanxin did not move as if he hadn't heard it! 

 

Luo Shishi sighed softly, and the two quickly withdrew from Ann's distance. 

 

They looked at Tu Lanxin and Ye Chen, and shook their heads, Luo Shishi was sad, and Jin Chang was 

happy. 

 

Tu Lan's complexion was calm, and the terrifying attack was about to fall. She glanced at Ye Chen and 

said nothing, but looking at Ye Chen's indifferent expression, she felt a sense of peace in her heart. 

 

She was full of spiritual power, and the black glow on the long sword flickered, and her eyes became 

more fierce. Even if she knew that her sword moves could not shake the terrifying blow, Tu Lanxin still 

wanted to fight! 

 

Her pride does not allow her to sit still! 

 

But just as she was about to cut out this sword, one hand was pressed on the hilt of Tu Lanxin's sword. 

 

Tu Lanxin looked at Ye Chen in a puzzled manner, what did Ye Chen want to do? 

 

And Ye Chen just showed a faint smile and said, "Trust me!" 

 

Trust me! 

 

These simple three words made Tu Lan's heart widened, and her beautiful eyes were full of touches! 

 

When Ye Chen walked out of the cave, didn't he also believe me? 

 



Then, what happened? 

 

The beautiful eyes of Tu Lanxin became brighter and brighter! 

 

Then, Ye Chen suppressed Zheng Dewei with one sword! 

 

Could it be... 

 

Tu Lanxin knew that this was almost impossible... 

 

But in case, Ye Chen has a way to create a miracle again? 

 

She couldn't help withdrawing the sword, and Ye Chen at this time made her trust inexplicably! 

 

Ye Chen looked at the space around his body, all of which was crushed into nothingness, dozens of 

chaotic existences joined forces, and a sneer appeared at the corner of his mouth. 

 

What is the biggest gain for Ye Chen this time? 

 

Reincarnation blood! 

 

The reincarnation bloodline is an extremely magical bloodline, which is almost a source of power. In 

addition to strengthening itself, it also has the effect of activating other attributes and rejuvenating the 

martial artist's physique! 

 

"Spirit Forbidden Domain, open!" 

 

Under the stimulus brought by the sublimation of blood, after Ye Chen originally killed Ling Jiuxiao, the 

original power of the forbidden spirit law body had grown completely! 

 



It even surpassed the forbidden spirit body, the level it should have originally! 

 

A strange blue light diffused from Ye Chen's body. For an instant, the space in front of this cave seemed 

to have fallen into a momentary stillness! 

 

The dozens of terrorist attacks that were immediately suppressed were suppressed for a short while! 

 

not enough! 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's face was a little pale. 

 

Because the use of these methods consumes too much spiritual power! 

 

Even if he stepped into the Slashing Evil Realm, his dantian was incomparably wider than in the Taixu 

Realm. 

 

But there was still a smile on the corner of his mouth. 

 

Because he still has a back hand! 

 

"Come out, Xiao Huang!" 

 

At this moment, a giant beast walked out of the darkness. 

 

The behemoth was burning with flames all over. 

 

The red flames and icy blue flames surround the body like Tai Chi gossip. 

 

Of course, there is also the extremely mysterious meaning of thunder robbery. 



 

The thunder robbery is not over yet. 

 

Xiao Huang just stood in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Then, Thunder Tribulation came! 

 

The strong blows of those people's combined forces dissipated completely... 

 

Even the cyan thunder played by Zheng Dewei was directly dissipated! 

 

Under Xiao Huang's thunder, what is the power of these people! 

 

Everyone fell into stupid stupidity for an instant, and their jaws were about to fall to the ground! 

 

They all stared at Ye Chen and the weird monster. 

 

Are they dreaming? 

 

The giant beast didn't make a move against Ye Chen? 

 

On the contrary, it seems to be protecting Ye Chen! 

 

Protect Ye Chen with his own lightning robbery? 

 

"Impossible!" Jin Chang's eyes  were about to stare out, and he roared in disbelief. 

 

This... what power is this? 

 



Forbidden spirit body? 

 

Forbidden spirit body, one of the Supreme Divine Body? 

 

What level of beast is this? 

 

Protecting a layer of heaven? 

 

For Jin Chang, Ye Chen's methods were even more incredible. 

 

In fact, the supreme divine body of the seventh kingdom of God, in Jin Chang's eyes, is not such a 

remarkable existence. 

 

Because that supreme divine body is only relative to the martial arts of the seventh divine kingdom! 

 

Those divine bodies also have their limits! 

 

For example, in the Slashing Evil Realm, the effectiveness of the Supreme Divine Body will drop 

drastically. 

 

Although, it can still be called a top-level magic body, with a combat power far exceeding the same 

level... 

 

However, it would never be as bad as Ye Chen showed! 

 

This is simply not a body, but a miracle, right? 

 

Directly, stopped the attack of dozens of Chaos Warriors? 

 

Originally, he was a arrogant person, and he was very dissatisfied with Ye Chen! 



 

After Ye Chen suppressed Zheng Dewei with a sword, he even hoped that Ye Chen would die! 

 

Because he is jealous of Ye Chen's talent! Because he knew that he was not as good as Ye Chen! 

 

But now, his Dao Heart will be shaken by Ye Chen! 

 

There is no idea of comparison at all! 

 

Luo Shishi was also extremely horrified. What she cared about was not Ye Chen's potential, but the 

fierce beast beside Ye Chen. 

 

The posture of the fierce beast is obviously surrendering! 

 

Surrender Ye Chen! 

 

At the same time, a trace of regret flashed in her beautiful eyes. 

 

Why regret it? 

 

Because she knows that Ye Chen's future is limitless! 

 

Even if it is placed in the first kingdom of God, it is a monster comparable to Kong Xian, right? 

Chapter 2669: How to do? 

   Just now, if you were firmer and stood with Ye Chen and Tu Lanxin, you should have a chance to 

become Ye Chen's friend! 

 

   Making friends like Ye Chen is a great guarantee even in the future disaster of the world! 

 



   And those martial artists attached to Kong Xian, originally stunned, turned into panic at this time! 

Many people even screamed uncontrollably! 

 

   "My spiritual power! Why can't my spiritual power be sensed?" 

 

   "Not only spiritual power, divine consciousness, my martial arts artistic conception, are gone!" 

 

"How could this be!" 

 

   "How does my whole body entangle Thunder Tribulation!" 

 

   "Why did that monster's thunder tribulation come to us!" 

 

   "No, we just fought against Thunder Tribulation, and Thunder Tribulation will kill us!" 

 

   Zheng Dewei roared wildly, looking at his hand, constantly shaking: "This is not a forbidden spirit 

body, forbidden spirit body, there is no such power at all!" 

 

   "Also, that fierce beast must be an illusion! How can a beast of this level surrender to an ant in the 

Evil Slashing Realm!" 

 

   Ye Chen touched Xiao Huang at this time. 

 

   These people are his plan. 

 

   Xiaohuang's Thunder Tribulation was all resisted, it was extremely difficult. 

 

   But what if you add this group of chaotic warriors? 

 

   He and Xiao Huang are the biggest winners! 



 

   So, he would also like to thank Kong Xian who had never met before. 

 

   "Xiao Huang, leave it to you next, how about?" 

 

   Ye Chen said lightly. 

 

   The next moment, Xiao Huang let out a heavy roar, and rushed towards the crowd with the 

thunder that fell from the sky! 

 

   wherever he went, there was a terrifying thunder robbery. 

 

   is rolling thunder, as if it has become Xiao Huang's combat skills! 

 

   At least for this moment, it is invincible with the help of sky thunder! 

 

   And those warriors fled one after another, trying to get rid of Xiao Huang! 

 

   But, is it possible! 

 

   Xiao Huang opened his huge mouth and a formation appeared! 

 

   At this moment, everyone was completely stunned. 

 

   "This giant... can still spit out the formation? And this formation... is the ancient formation!" 

 

"how is this possible!" 

 

   "What kind of monster is this!" 



 

   "The seven regions of the Kingdom of God, unheard of!" 

 

   "Quickly break the line!" 

 

   However, the formation is like a wall, blocking everything! 

 

   Since this time, Xiao Huang has eaten the most is the formation! 

 

   The power of the formation in his body is terrifying to the extreme! 

 

   even poses a threat to the chaotic powerhouse! 

 

   In the formation, countless thunder robberies rolled. 

 

   Although these chaotic powerhouses are powerful, they can't bear so many thunder tribulations! 

 

   one by one was completely black, with torn arms! 

 

   Terrible! 

 

   Ten minutes later, Lei Jie was relieved a lot. 

 

   Ye Chen has almost recovered. 

 

   He glanced at everyone who was seriously injured and smiled slightly: 

 

   "I heard that you want to kill me?" 

 



   These people are shaking their heads crazy! 

 

   Kill Ye Chen? 

 

  What to kill? 

 

   Now their strength, if they can have one tenth left, I don’t know! 

 

  Don't say kill, there is no chance to escape! 

 

   "Really?" Ye Chen's smile gradually faded, "That would be a pity." 

 

   "If you can't kill me, you will die!" 

 

  Others want to kill him, he will naturally not let them go! 

 

   "Six sword intent, open!" 

 

   Ye Chen gave a low cry, his muscles agitated, golden light emerged, and with the power of 

breaking the sky, he cut out the strongest sword! 

 

   The sword shines like a sea, a sea of ice! 

 

   In an instant, drown those warriors! 

 

  The warriors screamed, frantically trying to use martial arts to resist, but under the action of the 

Xiaohuang formation and the Forbidden Spiritual Realm, what can they do? 

 

   The only thing that can be used is physical power! 



 

   And physical power! 

 

   Even if it is a warrior in the late Chaos period, they can't be compared with Ye Chen! 

 

   What about them? 

 

   In the sword light that contains tremendous power, the chaos realm warriors are like balloons, 

turning into nothingness, exploding, and then exploding... 

 

   Less than a breath of effort, plus Zheng Dewei, these twenty-one superpowers and evildoers of 

various kingdoms, all disappeared from this world, leaving no traces. 

 

   Ye Chen put away their storage bags and slowly reduced the power of the forbidden spirit. 

 

   He looked towards the sky, and the thunder disaster had disappeared. 

 

   Xiao Huang has survived this catastrophe completely. 

 

   Without these chaotic warriors, maybe Xiao Huang would be dying to survive. 

 

   He looked at Xiao Huang, who was covered with blood. 

 

   Obviously, even though this group of people divided most of the thunder tribulation, the power of 

heaven still hurt him a bit. 

 

   "Xiao Huang, rest first." 

 

   "In the future, there will be time to fight together." 

 



   Xiao Huang came to Ye Chen's body, rubbed Ye Chen's body, and then entered the reincarnation 

cemetery. 

 

   Ye Chen let out a breath. 

 

   Dantian spiritual power is gone again. 

 

   The power of this forbidden spirit, although extremely powerful, is also very expensive. 

 

   However, Ye Chen looked at the empty scene in front of the cave, smiled and nodded, he was very 
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   This is not a cat or a dog! 

 

   are a group of super powers in the chaos realm! 

 

   Anyone who goes to the seventh kingdom of God can crush the existence of countless people! 

 

   was killed by him! 

 

   But without Xiao Huang and Lei Jie, he couldn't do this at all. 

 

   It seems that in the road of martial arts, it is impossible to blindly do it. Sometimes, leveraging is 

more important than anything. 

 

  Tu Lanxin, only then came back to his senses... 

 

   The shock in the beautiful eyes has not completely dissipated. 

 

   She knew very well what strength Ye Chen was before entering the Divine Origin Secret Realm! 



 

   Ye Chen at that time was undoubtedly the lowest level existence in this Divine Origin Secret Realm. 

 

   Even Tu Lanxin herself has the confidence to kill Ye Chen with a single sword There is no second 

possibility! 

 

   But, what about now? 

 

   Tu Lanxin even had a slight fear of Ye Chen. 

 

   What is the origin of that behemoth? Why did he become Ye Chen's favorite beast? 

 

   Still so obedient? 

 

  This kind of thunder catastrophe can't be attracted by cats and dogs! 

 

   Ye Chen's harvest is simply incredible. 

 

   But it took them only two months to enter this mysterious realm of God's Origin! 

 

   This speed of progress is simply appalling! ! ! 

 

   However, she still frowned slightly, and now Ye Chen with the giant beast is indeed very strong! 

 

   However, it is not necessarily Kong Xian's opponent! 

 

  Don't look at Ye Chen's spiritual forbidden body, he suppressed Zheng Dewei and others in an 

instant, but it is hard to say whether it can suppress Kong Xian! 

 



  The martial arts of the first kingdom of God is not what ordinary people can imagine! 

 

   There is the will of the Ye Family! 

 

   And forbidden spirit body, originally it is the type that the higher the level, the worse the effect. 

 

  Tu Lanxin asked Ye Chen, "What should I do now?" 

 

   Ye Chen said indifferently, "Fight back." 

 

   "Counterattack?" Tu Lan was puzzled. Didn't Ye Chen kill Zheng Dewei and others? 

 

   "Killing like this is too much trouble." 

 

   "Master Confucius, didn't you want to see me?" Ye Chen showed a trace of killing intent: "It's time 

to see him." 

 

   Tu Lanxin frowned, but only frowned. 

Chapter 2670: My idol? 

 

Originally, even if Ye Chen was extremely strong, Tu Lanxin would definitely stop him! Reprimand him, 

because Ye Chen is the hope of the kingdom of God, and you must cherish your life! 

 

Even disappointed with Ye Chen and hating that iron cannot become steel! 

 

But now... 

 

Even if her reason tells her that Ye Chen is dangerous to do so, but her heart makes her believe in Ye 

Chen... 

 



At this time, Luo Shishi came over. 

 

The look was a bit awkward. 

 

Tu Lanxin asked, "Shishi, where is Jinchang?" 

 

Luo Shishi lowered her head and said with a bleak gaze, "After he heard you say that he was going to 

find Kong Xian, he left..." 
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Jin Chang was the genius she had chosen, but now she left her behind, she would not feel very 

comfortable in her heart, but she did not go with Jin Chang! 

 

Because she has already missed an opportunity, this time she has to choose Ye Chen! 

 

Ye Chen didn't care, "Everyone has their own choice. I take a rest and restore the consumption of 

fighting. Let's set off early tomorrow morning." 

 

The two women nodded, and the three of them entered the cave and sat cross-legged. 

 

... 

 

The next day, Ye Chen and the others wandered wildly in the secret realm, and soon they were 

surrounded by a group of warriors. 

 

Those warriors are also people who are attached to Kongxian. 

 

They smiled slyly, their eyes greedily flicking between Tu Lanxin and Luo Shishi's delicate body. 

 



The leading man sneered and said, "Master Kong said, take this kid to see him, regardless of life or 

death, as long as you don't touch his storage bag!" 

 

"Kill him, these two girls, let the brothers be happy!" 

 

Ye Chen's face was pale, he glanced at him, and chuckled lightly, "Lead the way, it seems that one 

person is enough." 

 

The Qinglian Sky Destroying Sword appeared in Ye Chen's hands. 

 

The forbidden spirit law domain opened, the sword light flashed randomly, Ye Chen and Tu Lanxin 

rushed into the crowd like tigers entering the flock, each flashing would bring up a large amount of 

blood fog. 

 

... 

 

Almost less than a breathing technique, this group of people was slaughtered by Ye Chen, leaving only 

one young woman. 

 

This young woman, with an average appearance and a chaotic three-tiered sky, was flushed with blood. 

She sat down on the ground and looked at Ye Chen, with extreme fear, horror, and trembling in her 

eyes. The hot liquid flowed from the lower body, and Ye Chen was so scared that he was incontinent! 

 

Ye Chen looked at her blankly and said coldly, "Take me to see Kong Xian!" 

 

Along the way, many warriors from the major kingdoms of God discovered Ye Chen. Originally, there 

were people who wanted to go up and attack Ye Chen. Seeing the tragic situation of the Chaos Three-

layer Heavenly Woman, they couldn't help but retreat! 

 

However, they are also very curious, what Ye Chen is going to do! 

 

Involuntarily, more and more warriors followed behind Ye Chen! 



 

And a news, in this Divine Origin Secret Realm, also completely spread! 

 

Ye Chen, come personally to challenge Kong Xian! 

 

... 

 

Under a high cliff surrounded by clouds and mist, there is a cave, a cave with divine origin, and an 

extremely rich cave. 

 

A figure of a man in a white robe is sitting in the cave with his eyes closed. The aura on his body rises 

and falls. Suddenly, the constantly changing aura condenses and stabilizes. At the same time, there is an 

extremely shocking The coercion spreads! 

 

Kong Xian's strength, another breakthrough! 

 

At this moment, a dumb-faced black-robed man walked in and respectfully said, "My son, there is 

something to report to the subordinate." 

 

Kong Xian slowly opened his eyes and said, "My son has been closed for a month, haven't you found 

that kid?" 

 

The black-robed man still replied stupidly, "This is what the subordinate wants to report. The person the 

son is looking for is now coming here." 

 

"What?" A look of surprise appeared on Kongxian's face, "Tell me." 

 

The black-robed man handed out a token and said, "Please look over, my son, this is the boy's battle 

record." 

 

Kong Xian took the token, and his spirit sank into it. After a while, he opened his eyes and frowned 

slightly. 



 

"Spirit-forbidden body? This is the first time I have seen such a terrifying spirit-forbidden body!" 

 

On his elegant face, there was also a hint of condensed color! 

 

The black-robed man said, "My son, the strength of this kid is a bit weird, and it seems that there is a 

monster beast with a very unusual origin around him. That monster can kill the chaotic powerhouse, do 

I need to prepare for a spirit descending ceremony?" 

 

Kong Xian was silent for a while, took a deep breath and said, "Go and prepare." 

 

The spirit descending ritual is his biggest back-hand, naturally it is not something that can be prepared 

casually! 

 

Kong Xian's current strength has broken through to the chaotic four-layer heaven. 

 

Although the cultivation base is not high, no one can beat the foundation! 

 

More importantly, the forces behind him! 

 

He is not afraid of anyone. 

 

However, he felt a slight threat from Ye Chen! 

 

And what he does, he must make sure nothing is wrong! 

 

The man nodded, and the other three men in black robes soon entered the cave. 

 

The four  began to arrange the magic circle. 

 



After making all preparations, the four of them looked at each other and suddenly said to Kong Xian, 

"Please take care, son!" 

 

Then, these four people were distorted for a while, suddenly turned into a ball of blood and merged into 

the magic circle! 

 

When Kong Xian saw this, his complexion was calm. These four people had been brainwashed with 

special secret methods since they were young, and they have become like dolls. 

 

In addition to being a servant, the biggest role is to serve as a sacrifice for the spirit descending 

ceremony! 

 

Although Kong Xian's feelings did not fluctuate much, there was still a fierce look flashing in his eyes, 

and he sneered, "Hehe, Ye Chen, you made me lose four servants. I will definitely make you regret it... " 

 

... 

 

Ye Chen, Tu Lanxin, and Luo Shishi continued to move forward, but the woman covered in blood still led 

the way. 

 

More and more people behind him. 

 

Suddenly, everyone stopped. 

 

His eyes closed tightly, and he was making some weird gestures. 

 

This gesture is more like prayer. 

 

Even the injured woman leading the way is still the case. 

 

Everyone, only Ye Chen continued to move forward. 



 

Ye Chen frowned slightly, his eyes fell on Tu Lanxin, who closed his eyes, "Fairy Tu, what are you doing?" 

 

Tu Lanxin found that Ye Chen didn't have this, his face changed slightly, and he quickly said, "Ye Chen, 

close your eyes and pray!" 

 

"Why is this?" Ye Chen was a little confused. 

 

Tu Lan was startled, hesitated for a few seconds, her eyes opened, a little flustered, she pointed to an 

ancient temple in the distance. 

 

"That is the temple that carries the statue of the Lord of Reincarnation. There are many in the seven 

kingdoms of the gods. Our seventh kingdom is relatively small, only one, so there is no such ceremony." 

 

"But any warrior in the Kingdom of God, seeing the statue of the Lord of Reincarnation, must have a 

ceremony!" 

 

Ye Chen's expression was extremely weird, and he looked at the hall and muttered "My idol?" 


